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ABSTRACT
A simple analysis indicates that Type I irregularities which
have a s l i g h t component of propagation along the magnetic field
may be more unstable than those which propagate across the field.
Since these waves have very large group velocities, detailed
ray tracing would be required to establish their true convective
amplification. Nevertheless, there remains the pos s i b i l i t y that
significant irregularity amplitudes may occur at the northern
or southern extremities of the equatorial electrojet from those
modes with large north-south group velocity, and furthermore,
they could significantly change our understanding of nonlinear
solutions of the electrojet i n s t a b i l i t y .
Publication No. 1076, Institute of Geophysics and Planetary
Physics, University of California, Los Angeles.
*Present address: Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los
Alamos, New Mexico 875^ .
The purpose of this note is to point out several interesting
features of the i n s t a b i l i t y commonly thought responsible for
Type I irregularities in the equatorial electrojet (Buneman,
1963; Farley, 1963) when propagation parallel to the magnetic
field lines is allowed for. The dispersion relation is derived
in Appendix A using fluid theory
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where the notation is defined in Appendix A. Q = kc
parameterizes the strength of the instability. Equation (1)
differs from the k.| = 0 result in a transparent fashion, since
the effective electron collision frequency \> is
a =
vevi e kn
~2 72 (2)
2/2 *Since Q /v » 1 in the E- region even small k||/k leads to \>e»ve.
Most investigations of the electrojet instability have assumed
k,i = 0, because the instability threshold for k,, £ 0 requires
a larger electrojet drift Q.
Of course, eq. (1 ) indicates that the threshold for instability,
2 " 2 2given by Q = (1+a) increases with k.i, and has a minimum, Q = ]+&,
when =0. However, when Q exceeds (1+a) it is not true
that the most rapidly growing modes occur for k|i = 0. Figure 1,
v . 1 m o) »
which shows a plot of as a function of a, must be interpreted
as follows, a must exceed a, and Q must exceed (1+a) for in-
st a b i l i t y . Therefore, if the positive maximum growth rate oc-
A
curs at a>a, the fastest growing mode has k(| £ 0, A convenient
A
approximate expression for am is
a — 2m
 Q.
O2- 1
so that the fastest growing mode has k(| £ o if 2^——><x. Since
a^O.1 at 110 km in the equatorial electrojet, it is easy to
destabilize kn £ 0 modes in the upper electrojet. The parallel
wavenumber of the maximally growing wave is given by
which is ordinarily very small. As Kaw (1972) has pointed out,
the electrojet must be treated as convectively unstable. To deter-
mine convective amplification lengths we must compute the group
velocity parallel to the magnetic field
"~'~ ~£~e
\-
In a completely polarized vertically stratified electrojet model,
appropriate only to very near the magnetic dip equator, the ver-
tical ion and electron drifts are equal and the vertical group
velocity duu/ dkv is given by
aVp e . 2 sin 2Cp+lL(k|| = 0)
'
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where Suu/Bk (k|| = 0) denotes the vertical group velocity when
k|| = 0, which is ordinarily an order of magnitude smaller than
V , the magnitude of the horizontal east-west electron drift velo-
i k •
city. In Eq. (5) above, cp - tan'V^), where k denotes the
n
 /ne k \2horizontal component of the wave vector. Thus, when ( rM =- 1
with du>/dk|| larger than duu/dkv(k|t £ 0) by about an order of magni-
tude. Therefore, while the growth rate can peak at k(| £ 0,
the group velocities may also increase, which increases the con-
vective amplification length. Since the electrojet scale lengths
in the vertical direction and along the magnetic field differ
by an order of magnitude, for (ne/vejk||/k > 1 the increase with
increasing k|| £ 0 of the vertical group velocity is as signi-
ficant as that of the parallel group velocity. Careful ray
tracing in good models of the electrojet with latitude struc-
ture included (Untiedt, 1967; Sugiura and Poros, 1969) is re-
quired to determine the actual convective amplification of these
models. However, these simple estimates lead to the speculations
that: (1) not all the unstable models in the electrojet have
kn = 0; and (2) since observations of the electrojet indicate
2
that Q >1 +a much of the time, there could be amplitude maxima
of irregularities at the north-south extremities of the equa-
torial electrojet arising from waves with small k||/k propagating
along the field lines. Finally, since the interesting kn/k-v /Q <<: 1,
e/ e
the waves discussed here w i l l be essentially undistinguishable
experimentally from those with k|| = 0; however, they might sig-
nificantly change our understanding of the nonlinear solutions
of the electrojet instability. For example, unstable waves
with k|j £ o could carry off considerable wave energy otherwise
available for saturation.
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'IAt a given altitude, a »
 fl fl is given. Then,
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must exceed a. Thus, only the right hand por-
tions of these curves are relevant. If Q>1+a, instability
" 0 - 1is possible. The maximum growth rate occurs at afn*'z;2—• 'Q-+1
a >a, the fastest growing mode hasm 0; if am<a, the fastest
growing mode has k|| » 0.
8Appendix A
FLUID DISPERSION RELATION FOR UNIFORM PLASMA
The dispersion relation w i l l be derived from the following
fluid equations
P. - N.T.
N. - Nc)
i'^ , t)
The subscript j (i, e) refers to ions or electrons; N. = the
number density, M. «= the mass; v. = the fluid velocity, P. » the
pressure, T. » the temperature, q. » the charge, E = the elec-
tric field, J3-. = the magnetic field, and
 v- *• the neutral col-
lision frequency. The neutrals have been assumed immobile.
The steady state solution of the above equations are
NO = constant
V« m $ 5 R + 5
J n-nrrT o i +OTT
j = 1. e
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and where E. is the static electric field linearizing the above
fluid equations and Fourier transforming in space and time, with
j< » wave vector and tu « frequency
;n.e.R x-jy. (k., ua)
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where J<u and Ik^ are components of the propagation vector paral-
lel and perpendicular to the magnetic field respectively.
Taking the scalar product of (A. 2) with e.n gives
/ eei
v. + ikiicf^ - J / ~ -rr^ en ' E (A. 5)
— j " J ID. M. »
where «. » uo - k * v.
 A\ ua- * uu. + i\>;J — —J a j j j
Taking the scalar product of (A. 2) with e_x gives
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Taking the scalar product of (A.2) with e^ gives
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Note that ex * UR x ( e x x c R )| - 1. (A.7) then becomes|_D0 x D(rJ
(A.8)
Substituting (A.8) into (A.6)
2
 .k'c21
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Us ing (A.5) and (A.9) to eliminate fex y.') gives
2 , 2
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Eliminating (.e,, * y. ') from (A.5) and (A.9) gives
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Since only electrostatic perturbations are being considered,
,j<
(k.) «= E , (A.8), (A.10),. and (A.11) can be combined to give
* . 2 2 - 2 ' ">- 1
"
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Combining (A.3), (A.M, and (A.12)
2
(A.13)
2
where
 Wpj
In the ionospheric E-layer v»n., so that the ion Hall
drift can be neglected to lowest orders. For long wavelengths
and low frequencies, unity may be neglected in (A.13). Further-
more, we assume uj;, uL«v-, v:. Since v > > v 5 , first order1 6 6 1 6 1
terms in HJJ/VJ w i l l be kept; those in u»e/ve wi 11. be dropped.
With these approximations (A.13) reduces to
13
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where
 Vo = vj 1+kii/k fi~/v- . The quadratic (A.14) has one& ci_ / e/ ej
damped solution, and the growing solution is given by
1-hx
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